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Building envelope

 Envelope = exterior enclosure consisting of materials and components 
 The envelope is more than a surface. The envelope is not merely a 2D 

exterior surface, but a 3D transition space. (Fig.9.1)
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Building Envelope Design

 Basic components: 
windows, doors, floors, 
walls, roofs 
 Windows: skylights, 

clerestories, screens, 
shutters, drapes, blinds, 
glass, etc. 

 Open frame or closed 
shell approach 
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Basics for heat flow

 Sensible heat: a form of energy that flows whenever 
there is a temperature difference and that manifests 
itself as an internal energy of atomic vibration within 
all materials. 
 Temperature is an indication of the extent of such vibration, 

essentially the ‘density’ of heat within a material.
 Sensible heat flow results in a change in temperature 

 Latent heat: sensible heat used to change the state 
of water (evaporate or condense). 
 Latent heat flow results in a phase change, e.g., moisture 

content (often humidity of the air).

 Total heat flow = sensible + latent heat flow 
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Heat content of air

 Total heat (enthalpy) = sensible + latent
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Static versus dynamic

 Static = steady state
 Key determinant: resistance 

 Dynamic =  unsteady, transient 
 Key determinant: capacitance 
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Heat flow process 

 Heat flows from the hotter to the 
colder. 

 Moisture flows from area of the 
greater concentration to area of the 
lesser concentration. 
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Three modes in heat transfer

 Conduction: heat transfer directly from molecule to molecule, 
within or between materials, with proximity of molecules 
(material density) playing a critical role in the extent of heat 
transfer



Insulation slows 
conduction 
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Convection

 Heat exchange between a fluid 
(typically air) and a solid, with motion 
of the fluid due to heating or cooling 
playing a critical role in the extent of 
heat transfer
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Radiation

 Heat flows via electro-magnetic waves from 
hotter surfaces to detached colder ones -
across empty space and potentially great 
distances. (with nothing solid or opaque in 
between)
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σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant [5.67 × 10−8 W/(m2 ·K4)].
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Thermal properties of components

 Conductivity (k): the 
number of Watts that 
flow through 1 square 
meter(m2) of material 
1m thick when the 
temperature difference 
across that material is 
1°K (equal to 1°C)
 Unit: W/m°K

 Conductance (C): the 
number of Watts that 
flow through 1 square 
meter(m2) of a given 
thickness of material 
when the temperature 
difference is 1°C
 Unit: W/m2°K

 Appendix Table E.1
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Absorptivity vs. Absorptance

 The ending “ivity” denotes a property of the bulk material
independent of geometry or surface condition. 

 The suffix “ance” denotes a property of a piece of material 
(an actual piece of material) as it exists.

 Thus, emittance, reflectance, absorptance, and 
transmittance refer to actual pieces of material.

 For example, the emittance is a function of the material, 
the condition of its surface, and the temperature of the 
surface.

 ASHRAE F.2001. 3.8
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Resistance (R)

 The reciprocal of conductivity or 
conductance

 A measure of how effective any material is 
as an insulator (the greater R, the more 
effective the insulator)

 Table E.1: k, C, R
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Blackbody radiation

 A blackbody absorbs all incident radiation, 
regardless of wavelength and direction.

 For a prescribed temperature and 
wavelength, no surface can emit more energy 
than a blackbody. 

 As the perfect absorber and emitter, the 
blackbody serves as a standard against which 
the radiative properties of actual surfaces 
may be compared. 
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Emittance

 Defined as the ratio of the radiation emitted 
by a given material to that emitted by a 
blackbody at the same temperature 

 A measure of how efficiently a surface emits 
energy relative to a blackbody

 The lower the emittance, the lower the 
radiative heat exchange

 Low-e glass 
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Unit conversion: Appendix A or
http://www.onlineconversion.com/

 Power: 
instantaneous flow 
of energy at a 
given time (HP, 
W[J/S], Btu/h)

 Energy: power 
usage over time 
(Btu, J, Wh)
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Thermal classifications of materials

 Insulators, conductors, air films, air spaces
 Insulations: 

 materials: glass, rock wool, slag wool, perlite, vermiculite, 
cotton, synthetic fibers, cork, foamed rubber, polystyrene, 
etc. 

 forms: 
 Loose fill (as above a ceiling on the floor of an attic)
 Insulating cement 
 Formed-in-place 
 Flexible and semi-rigid (batts and blankets): compressibility & 

adaptability
 Rigid (little on-site adaptability)
 EIFS (Exterior Insulation and Finish System) 
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EIFS: known as Dryvit (드라이비트 공법)


